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The Air Advisor Academy emblem consists of three distinctive elements; a shield, a scroll
bearing the name of the academy and two black wingform icons outlined in yellow. The shield
hails back to the tradition of the U.S. Air Force, including the early days of Eddie Rickenbacker,
a foundation which supports every generation of Airman. The shield is shaded in ultramarine
blue and represents the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations, and is a color indicative
of the honor and dignity of our branch of service. The yellow outline on the shield, wingform
icons and scroll represent the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel. The black
of the wingforms represents the weight and serious nature of the advising mission and its impact
on strategic objectives. The two wingforms represent the multivariate nature of the Air Advisor
Academy. The smaller wingform shows our early beginnings from the days of the first Wright
Flyer as we took our initial tentative steps toward mastering the realm of eagles. The larger
wingform represents our evolution in the profession of arms from being an air force to an
aerospace force and beyond, expanding the mission, tactics and technology, continually
embracing the challenge of the pathfinder. Together they represent all air advisors and dedication
to the advising mission in support of national strategic objectives and their sacrifice by mirroring
the structure of the Air Advisor memorial.
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The Air Force earlier this month elevated its foreign air advisory course to a full-up school,
christening it the Air Force Air Advisor Academy during an activation ceremony at JB McGuireDix-Lakehurst, N.J. Begun to train US advisors to train Afghan and Iraqi airmen, now "the skill
set air advisors bring to the fight is highly sought after in all areas of responsibility," said 37th
Training Wing Commander Col. Eric Axelbank. Assigned to Air Education and Training
Command since forming in 2008, the course cadre was previously an unofficial tenant of Air
Mobility Command's expeditionary center at McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst. The new academy now
reports directly to AETC's 37th TRW at JBSA-Lackland, Tex., wing spokeswoman Collen
McGee confirmed to the Daily Report. Roughly 1,500 airmen in a variety of specialties will
graduate the academy per year. They will help to develop nascent air forces in every geographic
command area. The activation ceremony was on June 12 2012
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